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Abstract: The increasing request for food sustainability is affecting the pasta sector in Italy.
This phenomenon introduces different sources of uncertainties that, in turn, put pressure on all the
stages of the supply chain, with a consequent emerging need for a higher level of coordination.
Based on the Transaction Costs Theory approach, the paper is aimed at verifying whether contract
design—revolving around the negotiation of contractual attributes with different functions in
terms of safeguard, adaptability, and coordination—plays a crucial role in aligning sources of
uncertainty surrounding transactions with the allocation of property and decision rights. To this
aim, a sample of durum wheat producers is interviewed for expressing their preferences about
some contractual features, such as price, production and quality rules, sustainable environmental
techniques, and advisory services. Using a discrete choice analysis through a multinomial logit model,
results reveal that, thanks to the presence of attributes able to ensure coordination and adaptability,
contracts are able to steer towards elements of sustainability related to food quality and safety,
whereas further efforts are needed to share environmental goals with farmers.
Keywords: contracts; contractual terms; governance; Transaction Costs Theory (TCT); decision rights;
discrete choice models; sustainability; uncertainty; Italy

1. Introduction
Societal expectations regarding the environmental impact of food production patterns, as well
as issues related to food safety and food security, are increasingly acknowledged by the civil society,
now called upon to stimulate a change in food production and consumption patterns [1]. Due to
several food scandals worldwide, consumers became increasingly suspicious and reacted with alarm
to reports of diseases, or potential diseases, related to food [2,3]. Against this growing demand for
transparency of productions related not only to food quality but also to the socio-environmental impact
of food production, there is increasing evidence from the literature that firms have started to embed
sustainability in their corporate strategy in many different ways, especially in the interaction with
other supply chain actors [4,5]. As a consequence, the need for coordination and adaptation along
the modern agri-food value chain further arose, and under these circumstances, transactions usually
shifted from traditional spot markets to more complex contractual or hierarchical arrangements [6].
The Italian pasta supply chain represents an interesting case study, where several major retailers
started providing own-label products to certify origin and to respond to new consumers’ preferences for
100% Italian grains semolina brands that embed the adoption of sustainable production practices [7,8].
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Accordingly, contracts aimed to promote sustainability have gained momentum in the pasta sector
to ensure typicality, quality, and territorial identity of the final products [9]. A question then arises
on how production contracts, as a coordination instrument, can guarantee the socio-economic and
environmental sustainability of pasta. This study addresses such a question from a Transaction Costs
Theory (TCT) perspective. In this strand of the literature, the adoption of production contract is
approached as a governance solution aiming to minimize transaction cost arrangement and organize
the production and sales process between farmers and their customers. Thus, an important incentive
for farmers to use contracts is to reduce transaction costs, such as search, measurement, and monitoring
costs [10–12].
The present paper aims to open and look inside the “black box” of relational contracts, taking into
account contractual term-functions (safeguarding, coordination, and adaptability). The preferences of
farmers on contractual clauses are considered in terms of the allocation of decision and property rights
to adapt to mutable transactional attributes, mainly uncertainty [13]. To this purpose, data coming
from questionnaires submitted to durum wheat producers are analyzed, and a choice-based conjoint
analysis is performed by means of a multinomial logit model, widely applied in the literature for
analyzing choice preferences.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the theoretical framework and sets the
conceptual framework to elaborate the research hypotheses. Section 3 describes the way data were
obtained and the statistical method employed for the quantitative analysis. Results are then shown in
Section 4 and discussed in light of the existing literature. Lastly, the paper ends with some final remarks.
2. Theoretical and Conceptual Framing
The role of contract farming (CF) has increased, with particular impact at the farm level [14].
Agribusiness firms requiring a consistent supply of high quality agricultural raw materials have widely
adopted CF as the dominant approach to coordinate their supply chains [15]. CF helps farmers to connect
to output markets and often provides incentives to improve access to knowledge, better technologies
(e.g., highly productive varieties), productivity-enhancing inputs, and credit [16]. It also stimulates
skill transfer and promotion of sanitary and phytosanitary standards so as to improve supply quantity
and quality [17]. Flourishing literature has emerged analyzing CF as a way to help smallholder farmers
in the least developed countries to overcome the challenges they face when trying to access more
remunerative markets and their effects on welfare and farm income (see [18] for an exhaustive review).
After Grosh [19] noted that this institution can help addressing risk and uncertainty, imperfect factor
markets, and reluctance to adopt new technology, CF has been analyzed for many countries and across
many crops as a tool for rural poverty alleviation [20].
A plethora of literature has investigated the effect of CF on high-value crops instead [21,22].
Previous works have shown that there are challenges in employing contracts in food chains such as
rice, soybean, maize, and wheat [23]. However, information on CFs is not widely available in staple
food chains; therefore, there is little evidence of their impact in low-value crops, which also contribute
significantly to human health and agricultural sustainability [24].
2.1. Uncertainty and Relational Contracts
Credence attributes of food products are of growing importance because of the relevance of quality
strategies [2] and of food sustainability [25]. These attributes increase the role of uncertainty due to the
information asymmetry between seller and buyer (e.g., farmer and processor, retailer, and consumer).
Environmental (in the sense that is “exogenous”, thus mainly related to market and quality) and
behavioral uncertainties are widely considered as the most important determinant of governance
structures in modern food chains [15,26]. Abebe et al. [27] highlight that these different types of
uncertainty are relevant drivers for contract farming. According to Williamson [28], uncertainty tends
to drive the choice of the governance structure and then of the very contract content in terms of its
attributes. In order to disentangle this complex process, we refer to the recent development of TCT [13].
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Figure 1 shows that, for a given level of centralized control over strategic resources (k),
Figure 1 shows that, for a given level of centralized control over strategic resources (k), the
the organizational efficiency can be achieved by choosing the adequate degree of centralization
organizational efficiency can be achieved by choosing the adequate degree of centralization of
of decision rights. The approach of this study consists of the efficient combination of property and
decision rights. The approach of this study consists of the efficient combination of property and
decision rights in a contract, achieved by adequately combining contractual terms.
decision rights in a contract, achieved by adequately combining contractual terms.
2.2. Functions of Contractual Attributes
2.2. Functions of Contractual Attributes
In earlier and even contemporary literature, contracts are generally regarded as a unidimensional
In earlier and even contemporary literature, contracts are generally regarded as a
construct, by which organizations protect themselves from a counterparty’s opportunism [29,30].
unidimensional construct, by which organizations protect themselves from a counterparty’s
The increasing role of uncertainty surrounding transactions paved the road for going beyond such
opportunism [29,30]. The increasing role of uncertainty surrounding transactions paved the road for
a monodimensional approach to the contract, since, due to future uncertainty and human bounded
going beyond such a monodimensional approach to the contract, since, due to future uncertainty and
rationality, it is impossible to write a complete contract able to foresee all possible events in the
human bounded rationality, it is impossible to write a complete contract able to foresee all possible
future [31].
events in the future [31].
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Mellewigt et al. [32] proposed a functional perspective that considers the contracts as serving three
functions by means of their terms. In addition to a safeguard function to react to opportunistic
behavior in the presence of specific investments, a coordination function is aimed at aligning
expectations by specifying decision rights, while an adaptation function is aimed at coping with
future exogenous contingencies. Thus, contracts serve as three functional instruments by limiting
partners’ opportunism, aligning each other’s actions, and coping with future uncertainty. From the
TCT perspective, while safeguard and coordination clauses are associated with the ex ante moment of
the transaction, inherent risks due to the presence of uncertainty and the impossibility of forecasting
all future contingencies create the need for adaptive contractual clauses, which help parties to deal
with unexpected events [33]. To avoid being vulnerable to uncertainty, contractual adaptation clauses
(referred to unforeseeable technological, social, environmental, and economic development) specify
how to handle unanticipated events during the collaboration process [34].
2.3. Conceptualization and Research Hypotheses
Our conceptualization focuses on the role played by contractual attributes included in production
contracts, given that both its design and negotiation are affected by:
1.
2.
3.

The type of rights involved by contractual terms;
The source of uncertainty related to these terms;
The type of function performed, depending on whether they are or not associated with the ex
ante moment of a given transaction.

Since formal contracts are established ex ante and are incomplete, the contract capacity to safeguard
the parties or establish coordination and adaptation roles is limited, mainly because future contingencies
cannot be forecast [35]. Uncertainty intensifies contractual incompleteness, demanding mechanisms that
bring adaptations. In addition to safeguard and coordination purposes to address contingent uncertainty
related to appropriation and interdependence concerns, actors rely on adaptation rules as a mean to
sign the contract balancing the gain (and the loss) from future uncertainty trade-off, with the possibility
of adapting the governance structure during the life of the contract [36]. Thus, relational contracts
become relevant for the minimization of risks and in driving the relationship among companies in the
presence of several sources of uncertainty, since relational governance structures provide a flexible
device and protection against opportunism, which are necessary for contexts demanding an efficient
adaptation [37].
We posit that the choice of contract is based on the function that single contractual terms have
in the allocation of decision rights (since property rights are often given), in order to economize
transaction costs related to different forms of uncertainty. Table 1 shows the relationship between
uncertainty, contractual attributes, and their functions.
Table 1. Type of uncertainty, contractual attributes, and their functions.
Type of Uncertainty

Related Contractual Attributes

Involved Function(s) of
Contractual Attributes

Market

Price

Adaptation

Technology/Quality

Technique
Sustainable cultivation technique
Technical assistance
Quality threshold

Coordination/Adaptation

Opportunistic behavior

Time of payment

Coordination

Market uncertainty depends on the inability to predict the price of outputs due to rapid market
changes [38] and implies the presence of contractual terms aimed at adapting to contingencies [39].
Therefore, in the presence of this form of uncertainty, our first hypothesis (H1) is the following:
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Hypothesis 1 (H1). Adaptive contractual terms related to price affect the likelihood of using contracts to
centralize decision rights.
Technological uncertainty relates to the inability to predict and precisely control and, therefore,
forecast practices and techniques used in the production process as well as the volume of production,
because of the biological nature of production [15]. Moreover, it is well-known that agricultural products
are themselves subject to climatic conditions and environmental accidents that are exacerbated by
the intensive use of inputs [40]. In the presence of such heightened risks, the adoption of sustainable
techniques combined with reduced use of chemical inputs in farming practices — aimed at conciliating
biosphere regeneration capacity and productivity—brings more technological uncertainty related to the
ability to manage a transition characterized by lower use of agrochemicals and monoculture [1]. In this
case, both problems of coordination and adaptation between farmers and processors arise, because of
the need to define both technical rules and responsibility and to adapt to engineering changes and
uncontrollable factors, such as weather effects and pests. Accordingly, in the presence of technological
uncertainty, we elaborate the following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2 (H2). Coordinating and adaptive contractual terms that refer to production techniques affect the
likelihood of using contracts to centralize decision rights.
Hypothesis 3 (H3). Coordinating and adaptive contractual terms that relate to sustainable cultivation
techniques affect the likelihood of using contracts to centralize decision rights.
Hypothesis 4 (H4). Coordinating and adaptive contractual terms that refer to the provision of technical
assistance affect the likelihood of using contracts to centralize decision rights.
Both quality and technological uncertainties emerge in the presence of stringent food safety
and quality standards. These latter imply increased coordination costs aimed at establishing targets
and measurements due to the fact the food safety failures can have deleterious consequences to the
agribusiness firm in terms of legal liability, reputational damage, consumer confidence, and future
earnings [2,41]. Moreover, since agricultural products are increasingly valued for specific attributes,
such products pose performance measurement difficulties as the seller has an informational advantage
and may gain from quality cheating [42]. Therefore, we elaborate the fifth hypothesis when quality
and technology are at stake, as follows:
Hypothesis 5 (H5). Coordinating contractual terms related to quality thresholds affect the likelihood of using
contracts to centralize decision rights.
Lastly, behavioral uncertainty emerges because contracting parties may act opportunistically.
For instance, delays in payment and unfair practices jeopardize future transactions [43]. However,
introducing higher levels of coordination and a fairer distribution of risk before the transactors are
all avenues that could make contracts more viable for farmers [44,45]. As a consequence, the last
hypothesis arises in the presence of this type of uncertainty:
Hypothesis 6 (H6). Coordinating contractual terms that refer to the time of payment affect the likelihood of
using contracts to centralize decision rights.
3. Materials and Methods
In order to assess the six hypotheses mentioned above, an ad hoc survey was carried out by
administrating specific questionnaires to durum wheat farmers throughout Italy.
In more detail, from October 2019 to February 2020, farmers from several regions that represent
the main areal of durum wheat production in Italy were interviewed using questionnaires specifically
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built for investigating their preferences as regards contractual terms. In particular, different potential
contracts were proposed to farmers, characterized by six attributes (each one with three levels),
reflecting different types of uncertainties (see Section 2). Attributes and levels were based on previous
analyses of the most representative contracts used in the durum wheat supply chain in Italy (see [8]
for more details). Moreover, the selected attributes and their levels were shared with key actors of
the supply (sales managers of processing companies and farmers’ organizations) directly involved
in negotiating contracts, to validate the experimental design and boost its robustness and reliability.
In Table 2, we reported the list of attributes considered for this work, by distinguishing them according
to the involved type of uncertainty. Moreover, the description of each attribute level was also reported.
Table 2. Contractual attributes and levels of each one.
Attribute

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Price

Guaranteed minimum price

100% open price based on
the average of the
commodity exchange

Mixed (50% open–50%
fixed) price based on
production costs

Technique

Free process (freely decided
by the producers)

Agreed with industry

Imposed by industry

Sustainable cultivation
techniques

Optimized nitrogen
application methods

Conservation Agriculture

Both

Technical assistance

No

Yes

Yes, through a decision
support system

Quality threshold

Proteins content > 12.5%

Proteins content > 13.5%

Proteins content > 14.5%

Time of payment

100% in September

50% in September, 50% in
March

Monthly payments

The questionnaires were derived from a discrete choice experiment. Given the set of attributes with
the respective levels, a full factorial design would consist of 36 = 729 different contracts, obtained by
combining the six attributes according to their three levels. However, this number of potential contracts
was too complex to manage using a single experiment. As a consequence, a fractional factorial design
was considered and contracts were randomly distributed into 18 choice sets, each one with three
possible contracts. Hence, 54 different contracts were involved in the end.
Choice sets were arranged into six blocks (each one with three choice sets) and each farmer had to
face one of these blocks. Then, three choice situations arose, one for each choice set, in which the farmer
had the possibility to specify his preference towards one of the three contracts, or, as an alternative,
he could decide not to choose, by selecting the no-choice option, which corresponded to “none of the
previous
contracts”.
As an
example,
Sustainability
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The multinomial logit model was broadly applied for analyzing choice preferences in many
different contexts [48,49] and may be placed within the random utility modeling framework. In fact,
if decision maker i (farmer in the present case) had to choose among J different alternatives (contracts
in our context), he/she would select the one that maximizes his/her utility, namely Uij, with j = 1, …,
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From a statistical point of view, in order to investigate the effects of contractual attributes on
farmers’ preferences, we employed a multinomial logit model, in particular its extension for managing
the no-choice option. This extension consisted of adding an extra dummy variable, equal to 1 in
correspondence of the no-choice alternative, and 0 otherwise [46,47].
The multinomial logit model was broadly applied for analyzing choice preferences in many
different contexts [48,49] and may be placed within the random utility modeling framework. In fact,
if decision maker i (farmer in the present case) had to choose among J different alternatives (contracts
in our context), he/she would select the one that maximizes his/her utility, namely Uij , with j = 1, . . . , J.
As a consequence, the probability of choosing alternative k is
Pik = Prob (Uik > Uij , j , k).

(1)

Utility Uik can be seen as the sum of two components—that is, Uik = Vik + εik .
Deterministic component Vik , also known as representative utility, depends on parameters (to be
estimated) related to observed explanatory variables, while random component εik captures the impact
of all the unobserved variables not included in Vik .
The multinomial logit model assumes that the random component is independently, identically extreme
value distributed. Then, the choice probability can be written in the following closed-form:
Pik = P J

eVik

j=1

eVij

(2)

Often, representative utility Vik is linearly specified in terms of alternative attributes xk ,
then Vik = xk T β, where parameter vector β represents the effects of the alternative attributes on
choice process.
Generally, estimates of parameters collected in β are difficult to interpret, as they correspond to the
difference in the utilities between two alternatives (i.e., two contracts that are identical but for a level of
a particular attribute). Meaningful interpretations of parameter estimates can, therefore, be drawn by
computing marginal effects, which report the effect of a particular attribute level directly on probability
Pik , (instead of involving the utility). They can be obtained by transforming the coefficient estimates.
In particular, in this work, we used the semi-elasticity, which expresses the percentage variation in Pik
as a consequence of 1-unit change in attribute xk , other things being unchanged. It can be computed as
the derivative of the logarithm of Pik (Equation (2)) with respect to xk and is equal to βk (1 − Pik ).
4. Results
This section shows the results obtained on a final sample of 198 questionnaires, related to farmers
who completely fulfilled the questionnaire. Since each farmer faced three choice situations, 594 choices
were available, of which 124 (20.9%) consisted of the no-choice alternative. As regards the other
situations, in which farmers chose one of the proposed contracts, we can observe Table 3, where the raw
choice frequency (%) for each attribute level was reported. From this table, we can have an at-a-glance
overview of farmers’ choices about the contractual terms, although we cannot assert with absolute
certainty that the specific attribute level influenced the farmers’ choice. Rather, these frequencies can
be seen as a simple description of the choice process carried out by our sample of farmers.
Overall, the sample resulted to be quite heterogeneous with respect to all the attribute levels,
since, for each attribute, the final choices were almost equally spread over the three levels. However,
a noteworthy difference among the choice frequencies can be observed as regards the price attribute,
where little more than one choice out of three (35.9%) was towards contracts with a guaranteed
minimum price, while a 100% open price was chosen in only 16.7% of the situations. Moreover,
we observed a high propensity to choose contracts in which the production techniques were freely
decided by farmers or, at most, in accordance with the industry (30.1% and 29.3%, respectively),
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as well as a high inclination to technical assistance, as less than one choice out of five (19.2%) consisted
of contracts without technical assistance.
Table 3. Raw choice frequency (%) for each attribute level, separated according to the involved type of
uncertainty. Due to the no-choice option (chosen in 20.9% of the situations), the frequencies within
each attribute did not sum up to 100%.
Attribute

Level

%

Price

Guaranteed minimum price
100% open price
Mixed (50% open–50% fixed) price

35.9
16.7
26.6

Technique

Free process
Agreed with industry
Imposed by industry

30.1
29.3
19.7

Sustainable cultivation techniques

Optimized nitrogen application methods
Conservation Agriculture
Both

27.1
24.6
27.4

Technical assistance

No
Yes
Yes, through a decision support system

19.2
29.1
30.8

Quality threshold

Proteins content > 12.5%
Proteins content > 13.5%
Proteins content > 14.5%

29.3
27.4
22.4

Time of payment

100% in September
50% in September, 50% in March
Monthly payments

27.8
26.9
24.4

The multinomial logit model was estimated on the data at issue by means of the R package
“mlogit”, version 1.0-3 [50]. The maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters were reported
in Table 4a. For each attribute, the estimated parameter of each level consisted of the difference
between the utility of a contract with that level with respect to the utility of a contract including
the reference level among its terms, other things (i.e., other attributes) being unchanged. Moreover,
the marginal effects (absolute average variations) on the probability of choosing a contract were also
reported (semi-elasticity). As results in Table 4a reported estimates of the effects of two levels (levels 2
and 3) with respect to the reference one (level 1), in Table 4b, we also reported the estimates of the
effects between levels 2 and 3, in order to have, for each attribute, a complete picture of all the possible
comparisons among attribute levels on the choice probability.
Table 4. Parameter estimates from the multinomial logit model as regards farmers’ preferences for
contractual attributes. Estimates with respect to the reference level (level 1) were reported in (a),
while the comparisons between level 2 and level 3 were reported in (b).
(a)
Attribute

Reference Level
(Level 1)

Other Levels
(Level 2 and Level 3)

Estimate

Price

Guaranteed
minimum price

100% open price
Mixed price

−0.693
−0.334

Technique

Free process

Agreed with industry
Imposed by industry

0.042
−0.383

Sustainable
cultivation techniques

ONA

CA
ONA + CA

−0.120
−0.067

Technical assistance

No

Yes
Yes, through DSS

0.334
0.390

Quality threshold

Proteins content
> 12.5%

Proteins content > 13.5%
Proteins content > 14.5%

−0.160
−0.344

Time of payment

100% in Sept.

50% in September
50% in March
Monthly payments

0.071

0.116

5.3

(−11.6, 22.3)

−0.110

0.125

−8.3

(−26.6, 10.1)

0.193

-

No choice constant

−0.604

Std. Err.

Semi-Elasticity
(%)

95% Confidence Interval

***
**

0.127
0.113

−52.0
−25.1

(−70.6, −33.3)
(−41.7, −8.5)

**

0.111
0.125

3.1
−28.7

(−13.1, 19.4)
(−47.0, −10.4)

0.119
0.119

−9.0
−5.0

(−22.6, 12.5)
(−26.5, 8.5)

**
**

0.125
0.125

25.1
29.2

(6.7, 43.4)
(10.8, 47.6)

**

0.120
0.120

−12.0
−25.8

(−29.6, 5.6)
(−43.4, −8.2)

**

-

-
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Table 4. Cont.
(b)
Attribute

Reference Level
(Level 2)

Other Level (Level 3)

Estimate

Std. Err.

Semi-Elasticity
(%)

95% Confidence Interval

Price

100% open price

Mixed price

0.358

**

0.137

26.9

(6.8, 47.0)

Technique

Agreed with
industry

Imposed by industry

−0.424

***

0.125

−31.8

(−50.3, −13.4)

Sustainable
cultivation techniques

CA

ONA + CA

0.053

0.121

4.0

(−13.8, 21.8)

Technical assistance

Yes

Yes, through DSS

0.055

−0.111

4.1

(−12.2, 20.5)

Quality threshold

Proteins content
> 13.5%

Proteins content > 14.5%

−0.183

−0.126

−13.8

(−32.2, 4.7)

Time of payment

50% in
September 50%
in March

Monthly payments

−0.181

−0.124

−13.6

(−31.8, 4.6)

Notes: DSS: decision support system; CA: conservation agriculture; ONA: optimized nitrogen application;
** Significance level < 0.01; *** Significance level < 0.001.

As can be observed in Table 4a, estimates for price attribute revealed that the presence of a 100%
opened price in a contract negatively affects the probability of choosing a contract with respect to
a contract with the guaranteed minimum price, other things being equal. This effect was equal to
−0.693 in terms of the difference between utilities, but considering marginal effects, a 100% opened
price led to a relative average variation of −52.0% in the probability of choosing a contract. The same
also applied for a mixed price, even if with a lower extent (parameter estimate equal to −0.334 and
semi-elasticity equal to −25.1%). Moreover, comparing a mixed price with a 100% opened price gave
a positive and significant estimate (equal to 0.358, corresponding to a relative average variation of
26.9% in the probability of choosing a contract, see Table 4b), confirming that a 100% opened price was
considered as the worst one by farmers.
As far as the technique attribute was concerned, results showed that farmers significantly disliked
contracts in which the technique was imposed by the industry, with respect to contracts where the
technique was freely decided by farmers (semi-elasticity equal to −28.7%). Moreover, farmers were
indifferent to a decision on the technique taken in collaboration with the industry with respect to
contracts where they can freely decide. Finally, an imposed technique had a significant and negative
effect (−31.8% on the probability of choosing the contract) even compared with contracts where it was
decided in collaboration.
Furthermore, looking at the negative and significant parameter estimate related to the highest
quality threshold (protein content greater than 14.5%), we can say that this threshold discouraged
farmers from a potential choice with respect to the lowest threshold (protein content greater than
12.5%). Specifically, this level of quality attribute had a parameter estimate equal to −0.344, which led
to an average decrease, ceteris paribus, equal to 25.8% on the probability of choosing a contract.
The presence of a technical assistance service positively impacted the probability of adopting
a contract with respect to the option without technical assistance. As can be observed in Table 4a,
the magnitude of this attribute was quite similar both in the case of simple technical assistance and
through a decision support system (semi-elasticity equal to 25.1% and 29.2%, respectively).
Lastly, both contractual terms referred to the sustainable cultivation techniques, and the time of
payment did not significantly affect the probability of signing a contract.
4.1. Discussion
The main purpose of the present paper is to investigate whether and how the presence of contractual
attributes playing coordinating and/or adaptive functions affect the centralization of decision rights
to address different sources of uncertainty. The empirical analysis allowed the confirmation of the
majority of the hypotheses, which henceforth are discussed in light of the existing literature.
As for H1, results highlight that farmers rely on adaptive contractual terms with the purpose of
reducing market uncertainty. Opting for a guaranteed minimum price (not influenced by market trends)
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compared to an open or mixed price, producers of durum wheat address the increasing risks of price
volatility and consequent rising pressures on their incomes [51,52]. Results confirm that much of the
market uncertainty is reduced by the use of contracts with predetermined prices rather than the market
prices [53], despite the fact that farmers may forego the opportunity of a potentially higher prices
between the contracting date and delivery [54]. Therefore, in a scenario characterized by globalization
of agri-food chains and declining of public resources for agriculture, farmers prefer fixed-price contracts
or, in alternative, mixed-price contracts that open up the opportunity for adaptation [55,56].
With regard to H2, results reveal that farmers prefer to negotiate contractual terms to coordinate
transfer of rights related to the production process with the industry or, as an alternative, to freely
manage and adapt techniques to the contingencies. Empirical evidence confirms that the extreme
variety of available technologies generates growing uncertainty about the cost/benefit of existing
alternatives [57,58]. As a reaction, the need for adaptation to unpredictable technologies pushes parties
to pool rights, designing in advance the possibilities for future events by means of contracts, in order
to reduce misalignment costs [59].
As far as H3 is concerned, findings do not allow the confirmation of whether and how the
introduction of terms that refer to sustainable cultivation techniques affects the decision to use contracts.
Although contractual terms are used to adapt techniques and practices of production in order to
increase farms’ performance in terms of environmental sustainability [60], the fact that contracts can
be used to transfer liability of the environmental pollution from agribusiness firms to farmers could
hinder the diffusion of these solutions [61]. Moreover, results could reveal that durum wheat producers
are not willing to bear the cost of environmental-friendly techniques whether such an effort is not
explicitly compensated (in terms of additional costs) or incentivized (in terms of additional value).
Findings allow the confirmation of H4 and show that farmers are willing to share their decision
rights with the counterpart to stay updated and receive continuous information regarding the adaptation
of technology to contingencies. In this regard, we confirm that the provision of decision support systems
and the exchange of information represent the cornerstones of a strategy of knowledge transfer to adapt
to unpredictable events, with mutual advantages for both suppliers and buyers [62]. Several global
agri-food companies have started to offer agricultural advisory services, teaching farmers how to
monitor and adapt the usage of resources and fertilizers, so as to improve production yield on an
ongoing basis [63]. In the durum wheat sector, similar contractual terms that offer dedicated services
of technical assistance have been recently introduced as well [8]. Moreover, such a service can also
represent a valid instrument to reduce the likelihood of opportunistic behavior during the production
process [40].
With regard to H5, results confirm that the contractual term that refers to quality affects the use of
contracts in the durum wheat sector. As a reaction to the bilateral dependency among trading partners
in order to ensure food quality [2], contractual terms that refer to the quality threshold satisfy the
increasing need to address behavioral uncertainty by imposing tight coordination of decision rights
between farmers and processors [64,65]. In this regard, it is not by chance that in our case farmers
preferred scarcely stringent contractual terms imposing low protein content. In the wheat sector, due to
the fact that cropping choices and cultivation practices directly affect the protein content and gluten
quality, this source of uncertainty has, therefore, emerged, making millers wary of such conducts,
since farmers may act opportunistically, by exploiting their informational advantage to cheat on the
quality performance achieved [9,42,66].
Lastly, H6 must be rejected. A possible explanation could be that a contractual term that refers
to time of payments is not able to trigger the use of contracts because of the role already played by
the institutional environment to decrease this source of behavioral uncertainty. In detail, the Italian
law (establishing mandatory periods of payment for sales contract of agricultural products since 2012)
could represent a valid deterrent for opportunistic behavior and unfair trade practices [67].
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4.2. Final Remarks and Limitations
Empirical evidence shed light on the role played by contractual attributes in order to affect
farmers’ utility and their preferences in the durum wheat sector. The main contributions of the
paper are henceforth reported. First, it confirms the importance of the design relational contracts,
as a cornerstone of the transactional relationships between farmers and buyers (i.e., processors,
manufacturers) at the core of hybrid arrangements. Second, it reveals that some contractual attributes
may incentivize the centralization of decision rights, according to the sources of uncertainty they
have to deal with. Since price, production rules, technical assistance, and quality thresholds are
related to market, technological, and behavioral uncertainty, they are all elements that significantly
stimulate the alignments of economic incentives and transactional attributes by means of contractual
relationships. As a consequence, this paper confirms the growing role of the uncertainty in the modern
agri-food sector, also in the presence of staple commodities traditionally entailing a low level of
asset specificity. Third, the work puts emphasis on the different functions played by contractual
attributes. Results highlight that both the coordinating and adaptive functions gain momentum since
farmers tend, on the one hand, to share and jointly address the uncertainty surrounding transactions
with the counterparts and, on the other hand, to pave the road for future continuous adaptation to
unpredictable events.
In conclusion, this paper contributes to the debate on the role of the agri-food sector in contributing
to the Sustainable Development Goals. It reveals that Italian producers of durum wheat are more
willing to accept contractual clauses related to food quality rather than to the adoption of sustainable
agronomic practices. In this regard, it must be noted that farmers usually bear costs to comply with high
European Union standards for public, plant, and animal health and welfare rules (i.e., the so-called
“cross-compliance”) in change of the public support of the Common Agricultural Policy. As a
practical recommendation for managers and policymakers, it follows that contracts aimed at properly
aligning economic incentives with the environment should better specify concrete and measurable
socio-environmental targets/thresholds in their contractual clauses, so as to make easier the evaluation
of costs and benefits for farmers, and to respond to future consumers’ expectations in terms of
sustainability. Looking inside the “black box” of the contract, attention should also be paid to the
coordinating and adaptive functions of contractual attributes to address, on the one hand, the contingent
uncertainty related to interdependence concerns and, on the other hand, to adapt the governance
structure to future uncertainty during the entire life of the contract. Therefore, much needs to be done in
order to design production contracts that fix possible coordination and adaptation misalignments, so as
to share risks and create opportunities for mutually advantageous benefits like hybrids arrangements
usually do.
However, this paper has some limitations that must be taken into account and may represent a
starting point for future research. First, the sample lacks representativeness, so findings cannot be
properly generalized. Second, the paper focused on farmers’ preferences without investigating those
of the counterpart, leaving room for interpretation of the possible reaction of buyers and processors in
a negotiation process. Experimental auctions are at the forefront of the research in this field to address
both issues, investigating real transaction in seller–buyer negotiation.
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